HOSU
Patricia Urquiola, Spain
Comfortable.
With the increasing demands of the new work day, creative people value places to work in a relaxed mode in the office or on the go.

Hosu is offered three ways: a solo 36-inch fixed version, a solo 36-inch convertible chaise, and as a 64-inch fixed two-person sofa. It features rear and side storage pockets and comes in six exclusive colors.

Hosu offers wire pass through at the base to easily connect to laptops, tablets and mobile devices.

“Hosu is a habitat to relax, work, think, and read. It’s a different approach to a work lounge that removes all formality and replaces it with comfort.”
— Patricia Urquiola
Product Features

Lounge convertible
- Available upholstered in custom designed Hexa fabric (A)
- Converts from a lounge to an extended low lounge with attached ottoman using pull tab (A, B, C)
- Wire pass through at the base (D)
- Side and rear pockets for light storage (E)
- Standard with a soft lumbar pillow (D)
- Ultraleather Fusion Fabric in caviar (black) on ottoman footrest is soft, durable and easy to clean (F)
- Large glides

Lounge
- Available upholstered in custom designed Hexa fabric
- Side and rear pockets for light storage
- Standard with attached soft lumbar pillow
- Large glides

Sofa
- Available upholstered in custom designed Hexa fabric
- Side and rear pockets for light storage
- Standard with two attached soft lumbar pillows
- Large glides

Details

Dimensions
1. Lounge: 35"H 34.6"W 35.6"D;
   Pillow: 3"D 20.9"W 10.2"H
2. Lounge after converted to chaise position: 35"H 34.6"W 58"D; Overall extended: 57"L;
   Pillow: 3"D 20.9"W 10.2"H;
   Ottoman: 24"D 31"W 8.5"H
3. Sofa: 35"H 64.25"W 35.6"D;
   Pillows: 3"D 24"W 10.2"H

Surface Materials

Seating:
All approved Maharam, Designtex and select Luna graded-in and COM. Elmo leathers and COL.

Fusion fabric

CL60 Fusion Caviar
CL61 Fusion Portobello
CL62 Fusion Graphite
CL63 Fusion Java
CL64 Fusion Steam

Pull tab colors

CL40 Red
CL41 Blue
CL42 Black

Footrest colors

CL62 Graphite
CL63 Java